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Date:  November 19, 2019

To: Judge Hill and Commissioners

From: Clarence Daugherty, P.E., Director of Engineering

Subject: Update on the Development of US380 and Any Action Related Thereto 

Several actions have been taken in the last six months about the development of the future US 
380 Freeway. The staff has observed that the various members of the Commissioners Court have 
varying views of what the alignment of the freeway should be. It is proposed that the Court have 
a discussion about those viewpoints to determine if a consensus can be reached that will help 
move the project towards implementation.

A review of the actions taken by various entities are in the following list (copies of documents are 
attached). Staff will make a brief presentation summarizing these actions.

- TxDOT announced their recommended alignment on May 6, 2019.
- Commissioners Court passed a resolution on May 7, 2019.
- The Town of Prosper passed a resolution on May 22, 2019.
- The City of Farmersville passed a resolution on June 11, 2019, and another one on 

November 12, 2019.
- The City of McKinney passed a resolution on November 5, 2019.
- TxDOT is in the process of initiating the environmental evaluation of the freeway.
- Irving Council Committee has agreed in principal to relocating the 72” water supply line 

between Preston and County Line as long as there is no cost to the City.
- Status of land banking in Frisco and Prosper between the County Line and Coit
- Development occurring in the proposed alignment in Princeton
- Adjustments to the TxDOT-recommended alignment along Bloomdale to accommodate 

the impending development and a proposed water transmission line of NTMWD
- Land banking along the TxDOT recommended alignment near Farmersville since it is in an 

unincorporated area
- Next steps
- Resolution proposed by Commissioner Webb

TxDOT will have a senior District representative present in case there are any questions the Court 
has for them. However, District Engineer, Mo Bur has made it clear that now that the project is in 
the environmental analysis phase, questions about any options will be answered only during the 
environmental process. It is recommended that the members of the Commissioners Court ask any 
clarifying questions they have of the County or TxDOT staff and discuss any action the Court may 
want to take.


